As a result of dialogues with students in a variety of residential communities, more than 76 projects were identified to improve safety and security. Projects ranged from minor work such as replacement of light bulbs and/or lighting controls, to engineer and design work to install electrical service in order to provide lighting where none previously existed. Forty-four projects have been completed at the time of this report. Most were completed prior to December 1, 1998. Those remaining on the list require either engineering work or are major purchases of items not readily available.

A summary of the lighting enhancement projects completed follows:

**Ag Quad.** *Warren Hall*, installing additional fixture on Warren; *Mann Library*, relamped all fixtures; improving grounds.

**All Campus.** Reviewing all bus stops and blue light phone areas for adequate lighting.

**Central Campus.** *A.D. White House*, studied pathway lighting, upgrading lighting around building, repaired existing fixture; *McGraw/Morrill/Uris/Goldwin Smith*, relamped gothic fixtures, evaluating remaining areas, relamped all floods; *Sibley/Tjaden*, installed additional fixtures, relamped existing street lighting relamped two fixtures, replaced side floodlight, installing six wall packs on trailers, *Bailey Hall*, repaired light fixtures; *Baker Lab*, relamped pole lighting at stairs, providing an additional pole light close to building; *Campus Store/Day Hall*, replaced bulbs with higher wattage, *East Avenue Bus Shelters*, repaired solar power control, replaced batteries, studying instructional signage; *Kite Hill*, relamped all pole lights in lot, replaced bulbs; *MVR*, replaced lamp; *Stimson/Olin Library*, repaired two bollards; studying entrance lights at north and west entrances, relamped gothic fixture at *Stimson Drive*; *Teagle/Bio Tech*, studied and found to be acceptable with other improvements made.

**East Campus.** *Schoellkopf*, replaced floodlight bulbs; *Tower Road*, installing power and light in bus stop.

**Engineering Quad.** *Kimball/Thurston/Bard*, relamped gothic fixtures, *Hollister Hall*, studying lighting after repairs were made to adjoining areas; *Snee*, relamped fixtures; *Trolley Bridge*, relamped poles on path and *Bard Hall* parking lot.
North Campus. *Africana Center*, relamped fixtures, studying further modifications; *Akwe:kon*, several projects including additional exterior fixtures and trimming of shrubs; *Balch/Donlon*, relamped exterior and gothic pole lights to higher wattage, grounds work also scheduled for improvements to shrubbery; *CC Parking Lot*, installed second head pole facing *Akwe:kon*; *Dickson*, installed new gothic fixture by west entrance, repaired electrical problem, relamped five fixtures on west side and on steps; *Beebe Dam Foot Bridge*, relamped and repaired fixtures; *Helen Newman Hall*, installing two new pole fixtures, studying increased lighting on walkway; *HILC and LR9*, trimmed bushes and trees away from fixtures; *Jessup Road Walkways*, studying improvements to street lighting; *Risley*, replacing fixtures, studying tennis court area; *Robert Purcell Community Center*, trimming shrubs and trees; *Sisson Place*, studying new fixtures for lighting levels; *Townhouses*, installed additional fixtures and replacement lens, relocated some existing fixtures, installing additional wall packs; *Ujamaa*, increased wattage of current fixture, installing two additional fixtures; *Wari Cooperative*, installed new fixture, relamped existing flood lights, replaced lighting timer with photocell.

West Campus. *Class of ’22/LLC*, replaced bulbs, repairing light cover; *Class of ’28*, repairing vandalized fixture; *Library Slope*, replaced lamps on *Memorial and Baker Towers*. 